
A UNIQUE SPORT, A WORLD TO EXPLORE ACCESSIBLE TO ALL!



A new way to have fun and to understand water sports: the water bike is a real bicycle, light and high performance
that thanks to two inflatable hulls similar to a catamaran allows you to pedal on the water.
A bicycle that runs on water, very easy and safe to ride.

it is perfect for both recreational and competitive activities.

Project and
Realization

Italian



The first WaterBike totally built in Italy with high quality precious materials.

Drop shape frame in passivated 316 stainless steel, with ergonomic geometries that allow longlife use of the bicycle. 
Designed by "Vitali Design". Stainless steel transmission with epovinyltex coating.
Inflatables in double-tube neoprene with hydrodynamics that allows you to face the sea even in adverse conditions. 
Colors: “white-black”. Easy and quick to assemble, the WaterBike is indestructible, maintenance-free
Thanks to its capacity up to 220 kg it allows the transport of 2 people.
OptionalOptional: front and rear sunbathing mats.

Dimensions: cm 380 x cm 140. kg 36  Max speed recorded km/h 15  Average Speed a 80  Rides per minute 8 km/h



Versatile and interchangeable in 7 different versions,
always perfectly maneuverable. Thanks to its capacity 
up to 220 kg. can allow to transport 2 people.

Frame in painted 304 stainless steel. Stainless steel transmission with epovinyltex coating - 9 mm PVC floats with double air chamber.
Available in 3 colors (blue, white or yellow). Quick and easy to assemble, it does not require any extraordinary maintenance and
it is possible to mount a front and rear sunbathing mat.
Performance: maximum speed 14 km / hour - average speed 8 km / hour at 80 rpm / min.
Supplied in its practical trolley backpack, is easily stowed in the trunk of the car.

Dimensions: cm 420 x cm 140. kg 27
Max speed recorded km/h 14 
Average speed: a 80
Rides for minute 8 km/h          



Maximum speed 12 km / h
Average speed 7.5 km / h
at 80 rpm / min.

Versatile and interchangeable in 7 different versions, always
perfectly maneuverable. Thanks to its capacity of over 400 kg.
can allow to transport 4 people. Using 2 WaterBikes you can
compose a tandem with the possibility of carrying up to
4 people, 2 on the sunbathing mattresses and 2 pedaling.

Possible combinations for Tandem models



“RECLINATA” is the only WATERBIKE that can be
entirely stored in a cm.100x60x60 bag – easy to
carry around and fast to assemble.

Dimensions: cm 420 x cm 140 - kg 32 
Maximum speed 15 km/hr 
Average speed 7.5 km/hr at 80 rpm/min. 

Made of square aluminum tubes, with telescopic clutch coupling and fixing clips. Directional pressure steering system (patented).
“RECLINED” WaterBike is versatile and interchangeable, it can be assembled in various settings -  with a carrying capacity of 220 kg
“RECLINED”  can accommodate up to 2 passengers by placing  two inflatable sunbeds between the floats and can be used as well
in combination (tandem) with “BALOSS” and “CUNTIBRASC” models.
Stainless transmission with epovinyltex coating -  9 mm PVC inflatables with double inner tube.
Available in 3 colors (light blue, white or yellow)



CUNTIBRASC is a  specially designed WaterBike usable
for therapeutic rehabilitation purposes, and is made to allow
its use for disabled people. Easy to disassemble, can be
entirely stored in a cm.100x60x60 bag – easy to carry
around and fast to assemble.

CUNTIBRASC can be customized on demand
to meet any special requirement.

Dimensions: cm 420 c cm 140 - kg 36
Maximum speed 14 km/hr 
Average speed 7 km/hr at 80 rpm/min

Made of square aluminum tubes, with telescopic clutch coupling and fixing clips. Directional pressure steering system (patented)
is mounted on the handles. CUNTIBRASC hand- WaterBike is versatile and interchangeable, it can be assembled in various settings - 
with a carrying capacity of 220 kg CUNTIBRASC  can accommodate up to 2 passengers by placing  two inflatable sunbeds between the floats
and used as well in combination (tandem) with “BALOSS” and “DESTRAC” models.
Stainless transmission with epovinyltex coating -  9 mm PVC inflatables with double inner tube.  Available in 3 colors (light blue, white or yellow)



Dimensions: cm 380 x cm 140 - kg32
Maximum speed recorded 17 km/hr 
Average speed 9 km/hr
at 80 rpm/min

The Rescue version has been tested in the toughest
conditions environmental weather to ensure reliability and
durability. Very high maneuverability and speed.
It has special features, such as inflatables made in
double inner tube which make it unsinkable.

Equipped with ring lifesaver and mattress provided of lift handles, with radio support and attachments for First Aid kit. Supplied in a practical
trolley bag and with automatic battery-powered pump. 3 minutes the time needed from opening the case to putting into the water ready
to start. The weight of only 30 kg makes it the rescue vehicle par excellence to reach and control watercourses and pools of water that are
difficult to reach from other units. The rubber construction allows to safeguard the safety of the rescued person even in the event of a collision.
Customizable in color and graphics.


